
Handgefertigte Seifen in Luxus-
Verpackung
Instructions No. 1440

Difficulty: Advanced

Working time: 15 Minutes

Put your personal stamp on your selfmade soap! With a noble packaging and a stamped message, giving away soaps is
even more fun!

Pour soap
The multi-layered soaps in this idea are naturally packed with cork. But the special highlight is the Paper-label printed with a
special stamp. The soap is produced in two layers in the rectangular soap casting mould. Ecological soap in white is heated
in the microwave in the first step, the mould is half filled only In the second step, transparent eco-casting soap is mixed with a
few drops of blue Soap colour , heated in the microwave and then poured onto the solidified white soap in the mould until the
mould is filled to the edge.

Gift wrapping
Choose a noble Coloured paper and stamp your personal message. Cut the Paper into a label and punch it in one place. 

Cut a narrow strip of cork paper, wrap it around the soap and fix the Paper, by wrapping it with natural string and tie a knot.
Hang the label on the thread and make a loop.
Explained step by step

Please also read the instruction 1439 Basic Instructions for Pouring Soap on this topic. Step by step you will learn how to

https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/anleitung-seife-giessen-t1644/


cast soaps with the help of relief inlays 

Must Have

Article information:

Article number Article name Qty

506427-01 VBS Eco pouring soap, White300 g 1

644303-09 VBS Double page Adhesive tape9 mm 1

542708-06 Staz-On Stamp padDark brown 1

VBS Eco pouring soap, White, 300 g

8,60 €
RRP 9,95 €
(1 kg = 28,67 €)

 Item
details

Quantity:

1

Add to shopping cart

https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/vbs-eco-pouring-soap-white-a42466/
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